
 

Tamuz Nissim and George Nazos -
  “A combination that works so amazingly well through each style that it is stunning”
   (Dave Rogers, WJBU)

 
Vocalist Nissim and guitarist Nazos have been performing together since 2009 In clubs and Jazz Festivals. In 2015 they moved to
NYC, where they are currently based. Their common CD ‘Liquid Melodies’ (2017), where they present combination of jazz
standards and "Originals that are so smart they can bend light." (C Michael Bailey, All About Jazz.) got extensive airplay
worldwide, reached #57 in the Jazz Week charts and got warm reviews from the Jazz press.
 ‘Liquid Melodies’ (2017) got extensive airplay worldwide, reached #57 in the Jazz Week charts and got warm reviews from the
Jazz press. Their arrangement for Gershwin's Fascinating Rhythm was chosen for Jeff Hanley's show ‘Jazz Happening now’, an
NPR one hour show that is broadcasted in 43 radio stations around the States.  They regularly perform in New York City's Jazz
venues and in festivals around the world. 

Tamuz Nissim was born in Tel Aviv Israel. She started playing piano at the age of 6 and when she was 14 she started singing Jazz
and enrolled to the Jazz music department of the Ironi Alef High School of the Arts. Her high school band appeared twice at the Tel
Aviv Jazz Festival. During this period she won twice a scholarship from the American Israeli Art Foundation. She continued her
musical education at the Royal Conservatoire of Den Haag; from there she received a Bachelor’s degree in Performing Arts, Voice,
with Piano as a side subject. She published her debut CD ‘The Music Stays in a Dream’ in 2013; it was presented in radio stations
worldwide and in several jazz festivals (Athens Technopolis, Preveza, Montofoli and Tinos). Her performances were warmly
received by the audience and the press, describing Tamuz as a “a voice that caresses your soul” and “a proof that jazz is a living
art and that stars are still being born” (Athens Digital). She was also described as “an extremely gifted jazz singer that is
bringing in her debut album a lot of freshness.” (Third Ear Israel). Her composition ‘Broken Promises’ has been featured in the
Greek Jazz & Τζαζ magazine CD collection ‘Summer Jazz Flirt’. In 2015 she was a finalist at Riga Jazz stage vocal competition
and won a performance at the international Riga Ritmis Jazz Festival 2016. In 2017 she was  invited to perform at the Atlanta
jazz festival. 

George Nazos was born in Athens, Greece. After completing his studies in Political Science and History in Panteion University in
2004, he decided to devote himself completely to music. He moved abroad to study first in Switzerland in the Swiss Jazz school of
Bern and then to Codarts Conservatory of Rotterdam in the Netherlands, from where he received a BA in Jazz Performance, Guitar,
in 2009. George performed with his trio at several Jazz clubs in the Netherlands; in summer 2009 he toured with his band around
Greece and performed in many festivals and cultural events, such as the Mykonos Summer Nights Festival and the Naxos Cultural
Summer. While living in Athens he was considered a “sophisticated and imaginative player, one of the most creative and
nonconformist musicians of the local scene” (Nikos Fotakis Jazz&amp;Τζαζ magazine). He featured in the Jazz&Τζαζ CD
collection ‘Summer Jazz Flirt’. His compositions in the CD ‘Liquid Melodies’ have received highly positive reviews. In the words
of Jon Neudorf “On "Isn't That Strange" Nazos' liquid guitar work is really quite sublime as is his gentle guitar phrasings
on the serene title track.”



“This meaningful title perfectly encapsulates the combined sonics of Israeli vocalist Tamuz
Nissim and Greek guitarist George Nazos. When these two pair up they manage to develop
a hydrous happening full of mellifuous designs, clear fowing thoughts, and dulcet tones.
They're fuid in action, fuent in various dialects of the jazz language, and full of
interesting ideas.” Dan Bilawsky All About Jazz.

"Scatting, swinging, singing and working her way into your heart as well as your ears, the 
vocal/guitar duo at the core of this show knows what are they are doing and where they 
want to go. A deceptively simple date, the skill and chops that go into making this all work 
are quite impressive indeed." Chris Spector, Midwest record

"Originals that are so smart they can bend light."C Michael Bailey, All About Jazz

“This is an album where the music doesn't jump out and dazzle you with excess but its 
subtle nuance and thoughtful approach to classic sounds with its own unique spin will 
have jazz fans suitably impressed. I know I'm a fan.” 
Jon Neudorf , Sea of tranquility

“Poetically inclined and rhythmically and tonality adroit Nazos” Micheal Tucker Jazz Journal, 
(volume 70 no.7)

"This girl with the cat eyes and voice that caresses the soul is a proof that jazz is a living 
art and that stars are still being born." Linda Baseggio (Athens Digital)

“Tamuz projects such sadness to that song and imbues it with a quality worthy of Nina 
Simone.” Nathalie Freson UK vibe

Tamuz Nissim can deliver a moody, sultry ballad with real authority, and she can swing as 
well, with a command of the scatting vocabulary. Orly Santo. New York Jewish Week.

“Nissim has the vocal agility of jazz giants combined with the warmth of a thick winter 
blanket manifesting itself in her timbre and attention to detail. what a joy to the ears. a 
breath of jazz air.” Guy Zinger - Station Programming Manager, Adore Jazz Radio on 1.FM

"One of the most beautiful and unique albums that came to us recently...original creation 
that captures in it's charm everyone who listens to it. "an extremely gifted jazz singer is 
bringing in her debut album a lot of freshness, she is serious and light in the right 
amount, no need to say more, if you enjoy contemporary vocal jazz you would not want to 
miss this lovely pearl.” Third Ear,  Israel

        Contact: tamuz.nissim@gmail.com , +1 347-608-4287, george_nazos@yahoo.gr, +1 347-612-3961
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1QcFgiikfpA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=by6N_gl_YZk
file:///Users/pro/Documents/%20%20https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=Nqv9Nf7E0zU
https://www.instagram.com/tamuz.nissim/
https://www.facebook.com/tamuz.nissim
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